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The physical electrical grid is the most potent healing and repair mechanism in the
body. It functions well in dramatic ways because it both rebalances and revitalizes
the body on molecular levels (from which the rest of the physical elements and systems follow), and it is the operating bridge between the physical body and the human soul. It is the primary system for marrying the soul and body into one cohesive, functioning unit. When one balances and/or repairs the electrical system, one
balances and repairs the body’s ability to organically function and its ability to
maintain the inflow and outflow dynamic between body and soul.
This bridging dynamic between body and soul is vital for the body’s ability to
function in health and balance because the soul defines and gives purpose to how
the body is to be ordered and organized, and how it is to function and operate.
There must be evolutionary intent for the body to achieve the appropriate order,
organization and life vitality from nature. With a human, intent is solely supplied
by the soul. A damaged or weakened electrical system hampers the communication
between physical body and soul, and interferes with the infusion and integration
of the soul’s intent that is vital for the success of the physical repair and balancing
process. The human body, because of its involution/evolution (i/e) properties, cannot repair and balance fully without the interplay between the soul’s intent and
the body’s corresponding shift of order, organization and life vitality. Without the
soul’s input, there can be partial repair and balancing based on the natural, organic balance of any living organism, but the individual will not be satisfied with
the level of repair and/or balance until the soul’s input is included. This can only
be done when the electrical system is fully functioning in its role as the marrying
bridge between the body and soul.
What many don’t understand is the importance of the input from the physical
body to the soul. Although the soul provides the direction and purpose for the
body’s function and balance at any given moment, it does not provide this information in a vacuum. From the body, it receives input about the state and potential

of the body as a living organism and its immediate environment in which it is to
function. The soul takes into account all immediately relevant input.
The soul is intimately linked with the conscious life of the individual personality as it is unfolding. To not acknowledge this interplay between personality and
soul is to say that one experience is lesser than the other—the personality experience is lesser than the soul’s. One might ask, “Why go through the exercise of individual personality experience if it is not important, even vital to the soul?”. The
personality experience is not the bastard child of the soul. The soul’s ability to express and demonstrate itself on all relevant form levels rests on what is learned
and demonstrated with each personality experience. It is through the personality
experience that the soul becomes functional in practical and physically complex
ways.
The personality level includes its physical body plus all action and interaction
in the surrounding environment that engage that body on all its levels. Consequently, the soul must receive clear and immediate input from the body, through
the electrical system, for there to be quality input from the soul.
Although the body physically demonstrates an individual’s i/e balance, the electrical system is the first and most powerful point within the human body where i/e
balance is manifested. It is from this point that the state of one’s repair, balance
and health flows. It is no wonder that those who are working with the electrical
system, consciously or unconsciously, in areas of human health, can achieve what
look to be miracles. These achievements are not miracles, however. They are instances where the electrical system, in its relationship to soul and body, is both
able and allowed to function as it was designed.
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